
 
 

 
SCHAUMBURG, IL, June 21, 2021 - entigenlogic today announced the general availability of 
FranklinTM 2.0.  This latest release includes several new features, including Unified User 
Interface, Non-Serial Filter Builder Workflow, Multi-Tenancy, HA (Highly Available) Cloud 
architecture, and System Usage Reports. 
 
Franklin is a conceptual search engine, however unlike current technology, it does not rely on 
statistical correlation. It understands the concepts conveyed by words, converts them into 
entigens®, then connects them via our patented logic rules and set-theory like math. 
Computers can then store knowledge as an expanding set of logically connected facts, much as 
humans do.  Users can conceptually describe a search or upload an existing document that 
Franklin uses to auto generate search concepts.  Franklin provides a Natural Language 
Understanding that no other approach can. 
 
Notable enhancements to Franklin 2.0 include: 

• Unified User Interface:  Introduction of R2.0 UI with Task Navigation Bar to coordinate 
document management, activation of filters, and display of results from a common 
location resulting in substantial operability and productivity improvements 

• Non-Serial Filter Builder Workflow enabling users to add various types of filter elements 
without restrictions of the order 

• Multi-Tenancy:  Isolation of data (document collections, filters) between different user 
groups enabling multiple user groups to use the same Franklin system 

• Highly Available Cloud-based Architecture: Full system redundancy (no single point of 
failure) for UI, Franklin pipeline, and databases 

• System Usage Reports:  Creation and delivery of user-based Usage/Activity reports 
which capture system activity: number of files processed, number of filters created, and 
number of activations (Manually Defined Filter and Document Defined Filter) executed 

 
“We are very pleased to provide our clients with a new tool for more reliable and accurate 
Enterprise Search, Document Similarity and Relevance that provides greater productivity and 
lower costs,” said David Lazzara, VP of Sales and Chief Marketing Officer.  “Our software is 
simple and easy to use.  Remember, Knowledge isn’t power if you can’t find it!” 
 
Additional Resources 
Read more about entigenlogic, LCC at  https://www.entigenlogic.com/ 
 
About Franklin 
For a demonstration or product trial, please contact sales@entigenlogic.com. 
 


